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	NAME: Xenexian
	DESCRIPTION: Xenex is a Class-M planet in sector 221-H, home to the very proud Xenexian people. The planet was conquered & occupied by the Danteri, a neighboring space-faring civilization in 2053, this occupation was shattered in 2353. After their revolution, they were ruled by power-loving & self-serving men such as D'ndai, brother of Mackenzie Calhoun. They are considered adults at the age of 13, when they undergo a vision-quest [The Search for Allways] brought about by wandering into a barren place & going without food or water, this is said to induce a vision that will show the Xenexian youth what path their future holds. Any that wish are free to leave the planet, although it is quite rare. To date only one Xenexian has joined Starfleet. Captain Mackenzie Calhoun of the Starship Excalibur (although this is merely a humanization, his actual name is: M'k'n'zy of Calhoun).
	ERA: 2353 and beyond
	Text Field 13: Overlord: You plow my field, I'll plow yours.
	Text Field 7: Daring +1, Fitness +1, Presence +1
	Text Field 8: Xenexians are a bronze skinned, fiercely proud & independent people that resemble humans. Their eyes are the biggest difference, a native will have very brightly colored eyes (ex. purple). They have an enmity with the Danteri & the Difficulty of social interactions with them is increased by 2, maximum of 5. 
	TALENTS: Xenexian, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Combat to Survive [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Xenexians are trained from childhood in combat & tactics, as survival being the main theme of this training. You gain 1d20 when using your Security Discipline. Also, you gain the Vicious 1 & Intense Damage effect to your unarmed attacks as they are usually lethal. 
	TALENT NAME 2: Ultimate Bluff
	TALENT TEXT 2: They are trained to control their respiration, heartbeat & pulse in order to make them a more efficient killer. Even being able to deceive an Empath as to their intent. You increase the Difficulty of your Deception rolls by 3, maximum of 5, or if someone is trying to determine your intentions. 
	TALENT NAME 3: Danger Sense
	TALENT TEXT 3: A small % of Xenexians have developed a Sense that allows them to foresee danger. In game, it means that whenever you are in danger or about to be attacked, you may make an Insight roll to ascertain whether you become aware of it.
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